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Properties of the Multidimensional Generalized
Discrete Fourier Transform

PAOLO CORSINI AND GRAZIANO FROSINI

Abstract-In this work the generalized discrete Fourier trans-
form (GFT), which includes the DFT as a particular case, is
considered. Two pairs of fast algorithms for evaluating a multi-
dimensional GFT are given (T-algorithm, F-algorithm, and T'-
algorithm, F'-algorithm) It is shown that in the case of the DFT
of a vector, the T-algorithm represents a form of the classical FFT
algorithm based on a decimation in time, and the F-algorithm
represents a form of the classical FFT algorithm based on decima-
tion in frequency. Moreover, it is shown that the T'-algorithm and
the T-algorithm involve exactly the same arithmetic operations on
the same data. The same property holds for the F'-algorithm and the
F-algorithm. The relevance ofsuch algorithms is discussed, and it is
shown that the T'-algorithm and the F'-algorithm are particularly
advantageous for evaluating the DFT of large sets of data.

Index Terms-Fast algorithms, fast Fourier transform, gener-
alized discrete Fourier transform, multidimensional processing,
signal processing.

I. INTRODUCTION
L ET us consider the problem of evaluating the one-

dimensional discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a
vector E having a large number of elements, on the hypoth-
esis that the working memory of the available processor is
not sufficient to handle the vector as a whole. Such a
situation can arise in several applications [1]-[4], such as
Fourier transform spectroscopy or musical sound analysis.
In this case it is convenient to fracture E into a matrix F2 and
to separately process single columns and single rows [5].
Such two-dimensional processing of a one-dimensional
vector can also be useful in evaluating the DFT ofstaggered
blocks [6], [7]. Unfortunately, the one-dimensional DFT of
E is not obtainable simply by evaluating the two-
dimensional DFT of F2, but proper "twiddle factors" must
be introduced between column transforms and row trans-
forms [5]. Then the classical two-dimensional processing of
the vector E consists of

1) evaluating the one-dimensional DFT of each column
of matrix F2;

2) multiplying, term by term, the matrix obtained after
point 1) by a matrix of twiddle factors;
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3) evaluating the one-dimensional DFT of each row of
the matrix obtained after point 2).
Due to the presence of the twiddle factors, such two-

dimensional processing, even if each column DFT and each
row DFT is evaluated by means of a fast algorithm (FFT
algorithm), is more complex than an FFT algorithm applied
directly to the vector E.

In a previous work [8] the generalized discrete Fourier
transform (GFT), which includes the DFT as a particular
case, has been introduced and two fast algorithms for the
GFT computation have been given. Moreover, two
procedures have been presented that allow us to obtain the
one-dimensional DFT of E by evaluating a proper two-
dimensional GFT of F2. On the hypothesis that the number
of elements ofE is a power of two, it has also been shown [9]
that the two procedures presented in [8], provided that each
column GFT and each row GFT are computed by means of
a proper fast algorithm, involve exactly the same arithmetic
operations on the same data as the classical FFT algorithms
based on decimation in time and on decimation in freq-
uency, respectively.

In this work the characteristics of the multidimensional
GFT are further investigated, and some general results are
derived that include as particular cases the properties
previously given in [8] and [9]. More precisely, the obtained
results can be schematized in the following points.

1) Two algorithms (T-algorithm and F-algorithm) are
given that allow us to obtain an a-dimensional GFT of an
oa-dimensional array E' by evaluating a u-dimensional GFT
of a proper a-dimensional array F' (a > a). It is shown that
in the case of the DFT of a vector E the T-algorithm and the
F-algorithm represent, respectively, a form of the FFT
algorithm based on decimation in time and a form of the
FFT algorithm based on decimation in frequency. It follows
that the classical FFT algorithms can be thought of as
consisting of the evaluation of proper multidimensional
GFT's.

2) Two other algorithms (T'-algorithm and
F'-algorithm) for evaluating an cx-dimensional GFT of an
cx-dimensional array E' are given, which consist of: a) in
reordering the elements of E' in a c-dimensional array F'
(a < T < ) having arbitrary dimensions, and b) in comput-
ing by means of the T-algorithm or the F-algorithm succes-
sive one-dimensional GFT's along every coordinate ofF. It
is shown that the T-algorithm and the T'-algorithm, as well
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as the F-algorithm and the F'-algorithm, involve exactly the
same arithmetic operations on the same data.

From the previous points it follows that the one-
dimensional DFT of a vector E can be obtained by reorder-
ing the elements of E in an array Ft having arbitrary
dimensions, and by computing by means ofthe T-algorithm
or the F-algorithm successive one-dimensional GFT's along
every coordinate of Ft. This c-dimensional processing in-
volves exactly the same arithmetic operations on the same
data as. an FFT algorithm, but presents the advantage of
handling a number of elements at a time that can'be
optimized with respect to the dimensions of the working
area.

II. GENERALIZED DIsciETE FOURIER TRANSFORM
In this section the one-dimensional GFT and the multi-

dimensional GFT are precisely defined.
Definition 1: Let

E = tej}
where t= 0, 1,, T-1, and

G = {g.}
where z= 0, 1, , T - 1 are two vectors of T complex
numbers, and let a and b be two constants. The vector G is
said to be the one-dimensional generalized discrete Fourier
transform (GFT) of the vector E with time parameter a and
frequency parameter b [briefly, the one-dimensional GFT of
(E, a, b)] if

T-1

9z=E et W[T](t+a)(z+b) )
t=O

where W[T] = exp (-2V/ -L/T).
Note that, as a particular case, the one-dimensional GFT

of E with both parameters equal to zero coincides with the
one-dimensional DFT of E.

If relation (1) holds, then the elements of E can be
obtained again from the elements of G by means of the
inverse relation

1 T-1

et= T z gzW[T-(z+b)(t+a).
z=O

(2)

In fact, it results that
1 T-1

-E gz WMT]-(z+b)(t+aTz=O
1 T-1 T-1

= T Z Z exI [T](x+axz+b)Wt[T] -(z+b)(t+a)
z=O x=O

1 T-1 T-1

=- E ex W[T]b(x-1) E W[T]z(x-t).
Tx=O z=O

The second summation is equal to zero for x =# t and is equal
to T for x = t, so that relation (2) holds.

Definition 2: Let

F= {fna,n2 nO}

HG = {hkj,k2,. k,j

= {a' = a'(n2, n3, , nG), a2 = aa(kl, n3, , na), .

= a(k1 k2, k,

Pa = {bj = bj(n2,n ,.. na), b2 = b2(kl, n3, '*, na) *,
ba = ba(kl, k2, k, -l))

(where nu, k = 0, 1,, Nu-1 for u = 1, 2, ,a) are,
respectively, two r-dimensional arrays (having the same
dimensions) ofHa= I Nu complex numbers, and two vectors
of a functions ofa - 1 integers. The array Ha is said to be the
a-dimensional GFTofthe array F' with time parameter vector
VD and frequency parameter vector T' [briefly, the a-
dimensional GFT of (F', @', T)] if

hkc2, k

Na-1I N2-1 Nl-1
=E.. .tE E fl,n2 ,

a W[Nj]" 1+al)(kl+bl
n" = n2 =0 nl =0

IWV[N2](n + 2)(k2+b2) )... W[Na](nj a)(ka + b6)

Note that the calculation of the a-dimensional GFT of
(Fa, 1, To), i.e., ofthe array Ha, can be obtained in a steps in
the ith ofwhich, i =1, 2, a, a a-dim-ensional array D[i]G is
processed (D[l] = PF) and a a-dimensional array D[i + 1]'
is produced in such a way that Ha = D[a + 1]G. To be
precise, in the ith step, for every value combination ofk 1, * ,

ki-1, ni+ , , nr, say k4, , kV 1, n7*+1, , n*, the
one-dimensional GFT of the vector

ni=O, 1, ,Ni.

with parameters

d'(k, * ,k*1 n*+ ,*** *

bM (k*, * *_V n*i+ 1 *

is evaluated, so obtaining the vector

{d[i + k.k-1,,ktni+1 ... :} ki = 0, 1, ,Ni-I

where d[p]k1, .., k is the (k1,,**,k 1-, n, ,)th
element of D[ju]".
As an example, let us consider for a = 2 the two matrices

F2 = n|
f2l

.2
fNi-1,0

n2
2f0,1
2f III

.2

fN1-1,1I

f °N2- I

f I,N2-1

f-. ,N-fN - I,N2-I

and

H2 = kJ

k2

h2,1
.2

xhNi -1, I

hO,N2-1
Il,N2- I

. . 2

hNl- 1,N,2-1I

820

{d[ilka*l, - - -, Oi i,ni,ni + I, .- -, 141!.

h2010
h2110

h2Ni 1,0
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and the two parameter vectors

ID
= {a'(n2), a2(k1)}

'p2 = {b2(n2), b2(k1)}.

Let H2 be the two-dimensional GFT of (F22, &, T2). Such a
matrix can be obtained in the following two steps.

1) Evaluate for every value of n2, say n2, the one-
dimensional GFT ofthe n*th column ofF2 with parameters
a2(n*) and b2(n0), so obtaining an intermediate matrix
D[2]2 = {d[2]k1,"2}1

2) Evaluate, for every value of k1, say k*, the one-
dimensional GFT of the kOth row of D[2]2 with parameters
a2(k1') and b (k0), so obtaining the final matrix H2.
For the sake of clarity, first we will introduce fast algor-

ithms for the evaluation of the GFT of a vector (Sections III
and IV), and then we will extend the obtained results to the
case of the GFT of a multidimensional array (Section V).

III. T-ALGORITHM AND F-ALGORITHM FOR
COMPUTATION OF THE GFT OF A VECTOR

THE

The aim of this section is to show how the one-
dimensional GFT of a vector E with given parameters a and
b can be obtained by regarding the elements of E as
reordered -in a proper multidimensional array, and by
evaluating a multidimensional GFT of such an array with
proper parameter vectors.

Definition 3: Let YA be the set ofintegers {N1, N2,'* *,N,}-
The a-dimensional array F" of f7u=I N. elements is the
A'-horizontal rearrangement of the vector E of T elements if
N, N2 .. Na= T, and

= et for t = f( ri, N) nu.
u=I1v=u+ 1

Likewise, the vector G ofT elements is the vertical rearrange-
ment of the a-dimensional array HG of Hu= 1 N. elements if
T = Nl N2.. N, and

au-1
z= hklk2, , k, fo E N k.

As an example, the N1 x N2 matrix F2 is the {N1,
N2}-horizontal rearrangement of the vector E of Telements
if N, N2 = T andf21,2 = et for t = N2 nI + n2, that is, if

n2

eO

F2 = nl eN2

e(NI 1)N2

eN2 +1

e(N, 1)N2 + 1

* * eN2-1
* e2N2-1

eNlN2-1

Likewise, the vector G of T elements is the vertical rearran-

gement of the N1 x N2 matrix H2 if T= N1N2 and
= h k2 for z = k1 + N1 k2, that is, if

G = {h O,, hi 'o, _, hNi_ 1l0o ho, 19 hi l,1 , hN, - 1 1, ..

hoN21l,N2-111I,2N-,Ni -

Definition 4: The parameter vectors 1f and T' are the
A'-projections of type T of a and b if

'a _Jo if 1 <u r<a
ula if U = a

u= 1, 2, ", C. (3)u- 1 x- 1

: (f N) kx+ b
ba = x= 1v- 1

H Nx
X= 1

Likewise, the parameter vectors (f"
A"-projections of type F of a and b if

aa=x ~ N~a

n NV nx + a
aa X=u+ 1. U=x+ I

H Nx

if u = 1
if 1 <u<a

and T' are the

1, 2, , C.

As an example, for a = 2 the parameter vectors (D2 andT2
are the {N1, N2}-projections of type T of a and b if

(D2 = {0, a}
T2 = {b, (k1 + b)/N1}.

Likewise, the parameter vectors (D2 and T2 are the {N1,
N2}-projections of type F of a and b if

(2 = {(n2 + a)/N2, a}
Tp2 = {b, O}.

The following theorem gives two fast algorithms (T-
algorithm and F-algorithm) for the evaluation of a one-
dimensional GFT of a vector. This theorem will be
generalized in Section V to the case of a multidimensional
GFT of a multidimensional array, and the proof of the
generalized theorem can be found in the Appendix.

Theorem 1: Let us consider the vectorE of Telements and
the parameters a and b, and let us suppose that the set of
integersA' = {N 1, N2, , Na} is such that T = N1N2.* N¢.
The vector G obtained after the following algorithms (T-
algorithm and F-algorithm) is the one-dimensional GFT of
(E, a, b).

T-Algorithm on (E, a, b, A'):
1) Reorder the elements ofE in a a-dimensional array F"

in such a way that F" is the A'-horizontal rearrangement of
E.

2) Evaluate the a-dimensional GFT of(F, (F", 'p) where
(" and T' are the A'-projections of type T of a and b, so
giving a new a-dimensional array Ha.

3) Reorder the elements ofH" in a vector G in such a way
that G is the vertical rearrangement of Ha.
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F-Algorithm on (E, a, b, A'):
1) Reorder the elements ofE in a r-dimensional array FE

in such a way that F is the A'-horizontal rearrangement of
E.

2) Evaluate the a-dimensional GFT of (FG, (J), la) where
qa and TJJ are the A'-projections of type F of a and b, so
giving a new r-dimensional array H.

3) Reorder the elements ofHG in a vector G in such a way
that G is the vertical rearrangement of HG.

It-should be noted that in applying the T-algorithm and
the F-algorithm, the parameter vectors SF and TG are
evaluated once for all and can be utilized for different data.
As a particular case, if the time parameter a is equal to zero,
then in the T-algorithm all the elements of the resulting
parameter vector (a are identically equal to zero. Likewise,
if the frequency parameter b is equal to zero, then in the
F-algorithm all the elements of the resulting parameter
vector TV are identically equal to zero. Moreover, the
T-algorithm and the F-algorithm contain all the informa-
tion for the treatment of indexing and programming.
Note also that the arithmetic operations required by the

T-algorithm and by the F-algorithm are those involved in
point 2), since the reorderings relative to points 1) and 3) are
simply obtained by a proper indexing. Point 2) requires the
evaluation of T/N, one-dimensional GFT's of sets of Ni
elements for i = 1, 2, -, c. Then, ifwe denote with O(N,) the
number of arithmetic operations involved in the evaluation
of a GFT ofa set ofNi elements, it follows that the number of
arithmetic operations required by the T-algorithm or by the
F-algorithm is E,= (T/Ni)O(Ni). As a particular case, let us
consider the T-algorithm for evaluating the GFT ofa vector
of T = 2G elements with time parameter equal to zero. This
algorithm requires the evaluation of (T/2) log2 T one-
dimensional GFT's of two elements with time parameter
equal to zero. Since the evaluation ofaGFT oftwo elements
xo and x1 with parameters 0 and 4 involves the computation

yo = Xo + X1 W[2]1, Y1=xo-xi W[2]1
it follows that in this case the T-algorithm requires Tlog2 T
complex additions and (T/2) log2 T complex multi-
plications, i.e., it has the same complexity as an FFT
algorithm.

Likewise, let us consider the F-algorithm for evaluating
the GFT of a vector T = 2G elements with frequency par-
ameter equal to zero. This algorithm requires the evaluation
of (T/2) log2 T one-dimensional GFTs oftwo elements with
frequency parameter equal to zero. Since the evaluation ofa
GFT of two elements xo and x1 with parameters p and 0
involves the computation

yO = Xo + Xi, y, = (xo-xl)W[2]
it follows that in this case also the F-algorithm has the same
complexity as an FFT algorithm.
As an example, let us evaluate the one-dimensional DFT

of a vector E having T = 24 elements by using the T-
algorithm on (E, 0, 0, {2, 2, 2, 2}). This consists of the
following.

e5 - --9L J -t:L.j --L3 --M sis

Fig. 1. Flow graph of the T-algorithm on (E, 0,0, {2, 2,2, 2}) where E is a
vector of T = 24 elements.

1) Reordering the elements of E in a four-dimensional
array F4 (having all the dimensions equal to two) by means
of the relation

4nl"2,3,- et for t = 8n, + 4n2 + 2n3 + n4.

2) Evaluating the four-dimensional GFT of F4 with time
parameter vector D4 = {0, 0, 0, 0} and frequency parameter
vector TP4 = {0, k1/2, (k1 + 2k2)/4, (k1 + 2k2 + 4k3)/8}.
This is accomplished in four steps, and in each step eight
one-dimensional GFT's of two elements are performed, all
having their time parameter equal to zero. In such a way a
final four-dimensional array H4 (having all the dimensions
equal to two) is obtained.

3) Reordering the elements ofH4 in a vector G according
to the relation

z= hk lk2,k3,k4 for z = k, + 2k2+ 4k3+ 8k4.

The flow graph of this algorithm is given in Fig. 1, where
each block represents the computation of a GFT of two
elements, the parameters being written into the block. Each
column of blocks represents one step for evaluating the
four-dimensional GFT of F4.

Likewise, let us evaluate the one-dimensional DFT of a
vector E of T = 24 elements by using the F-algorithm on (E,
0, 0, {2, 2, 2, 2}). This consists of points 1) and 3) relative to
the previous example, and of the following point 2).

2) Evaluating the four-dimensional GFT of F4 with time
parameter vector 4D4 = {(4n2 + 2n3 + n4)/8, (2n3 + n4)/4,
n4/2, O} and frequency parameter vector TP4 = {o, 0, 0, 0}.
This is accomplished in four steps, and in each step eight
one-dimensional GFT's of two elements are performed, all
having their frequency parameter equal to zero.
The flow graph of this algorithm is given in Fig. 2.
Let us now compare in the case ofa DFT the T-algorithm

and the F-algorithm with the classical FFT algorithms. By
examining the flow graph in Fig. 1, and by taking into
account the way a GFT of two elements with time par-
ameter equal to zero is evaluated, it is easy to verify that for
the given example the T-algorithm represents a form of the
classical FFT algorithm based on decimation in time [10].
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*141 ---.9 "~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1

Fig. 2. Flow graph of the F-algorithm on (E, 0,0, {2, 2,2, 2}) where Eisa
vector of T = 24 elements.

Likewise, it is easy to verify that for the example given in Fig.
2 the F-algorithm represents a form of the classical FFT
algorithm based on decimation in frequency [11]. This fact is
true, in general, as stated in the following theorem. The
theorem proof can be found in the Appendix.

Theorem 2: Let us consider the vector E of T-elements,
and let us suppose that the set of integers AA = {N 1, N2, ?
N0} is such that T = N1 N2.* N,,. The T-algorithm on (E, 0,
0, A') represents a form of the classical FFT algorithm in
mixed radix based on decimation in time. Likewise, the
F-algorithm on (E, 0, 0, AN) represents a form ofthe classical
FFT algorithm in mixed radix based on decimation in
frequency.
From the previous theorem it results that the classical

FFT algorithms can also be viewed as consisting of the
evaluation of proper multidimensional GFT's.

IV. T'-ALGORITHM AND F'-ALGORITHM

In this section two other algorithms for computing the
one-dimensional GFT of a vector are presented, which are
useful for computing the DFT of large sets of data.
From now on, besides the notations previously in-

troduced, the following entities are considered. That is,

Ft = {fP1,P2, , Pr
Ht = {h41,q2, .., qt}
St = {atl = a (p2, p3, - P.), at = ar(q1, P3, I P4),

a. = ac(qj, q2, qr-01
TIC = bT= bT(p2 P3, , Pr)' bt = br2(ql P3, ..., P), ,

b = bH(qj, q2, qr-1
(where pr,qr= 0, 1,", Pr-1 for r = 1, 2, .,r) will denote,
respectively, two T-dimensional arrays (having the same
dimensions) of fJJ=1 P7 complex numbers and two par-
ameter vectors of z functions of T- 1 integers.

Let us now consider the vector E of T elements and the
parameters a and b, and let us suppose that the two sets of
integers At = {P1, P2, * , Ptj and A' = {N1, N2, ..^ Na,} are

such that T= P1P2 P, and P- N6+IN±,+2 a Na,+
r=1, 2, , z where 81=O, br+> brand , =a. By
taking into account Definition 2, from the T-algorithm and
from the F-algorithm it follows that the one-dimensional
GFT of (E, a, b) can also be obtained according to the
following two algorithms (T'-algorithm and F'-algorithm).

T'-Algorithm on (E, a, b, At, AC):
1) Reorder the elements ofE in a z-dimensional array F

in such a way that Ft is the At-horizontal rearrangement of
E.

2) Evaluate the T-dimensional GFT of (Fl, V, T')P say Ht,
where (V and T't are the At-projections of type T of a and b,
according to a r-step procedure (see note of Definition 2), in
the ith step of which, i = 1, 2, , , a T-dimensional array
D[i]r is processed (D[l]t= FT) and a T-dimensional array
D[i + -1T is produced in such a way that Hr = D[T + l]t. To
be precise, in the ith step, for every value combination of q1,

,qi-, pi+,, , PT, say q*, , q*I 1, p*±1, , p*, the
one-dimensional GFT of the vector

{d[i]4l*- q*- 1,iP*l P r* Pi= °, 1, ** pi- 1

with parameters

r,(q*,, qi-1 P1,,p , PT*)
M,(q*, q.- 1, Pi 1, ,P

is evaluated by means of the T-algorithm on

({d[irX,..q*li.... .. r*, at, bM, {Nail Nb,+ 2,1 +

so obtaining the vector

{d[i + 1] P*...,i **p*}, q= O, 1, ,Pi1

where d[u] ,, , Pr is the (ql, , q- 1, p,, , pjth
element of DIPi]t.

3) Reorder the elements of the z-dimensional array Ht in
a vector G in such a way that G is the vertical rearrangement
of Ht.

F'-Algorithm on (E, a, b, Ar, A'):
1) Reorder the elements of E in a T-dimensional array F

in such a way that F' is the At-horizontal rearrangement of
E.

2) Evaluate the T-dimensional GFT of (FT, (V, T'P), say Ht,
where Dt and t' are the At-projections oftype F ofa and b,
according to a r-step procedure (see note of Definition 2), in
the ith step of which, i = 1, 2, , , 'a r-dimensional array
D[i]t is processed (D[l]t= F) and a T-dimensional array
D[i + l]T is produced in such a way that Ht = D[T + l]t. To
be precise, in the ith step, for every value combination of q 1,

, qi-1, pi+I, ,, p, say qt, , q* 1, P*±..*., p*, the
one-dimensional GFT of the vector

{d[i],r * IPiP*+i p*} Pi = 0 1 *, P.

with parameters
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a,(q*,, q*- 1, P*+ 1, p*,PT)

is evaluated by means of the F-algorithm on

({d[i]l,.,-,,.*,..*} ai, bM, {Na, + , N$,+ 2, N,,Na+l
so obtaining the vector

{d[i + 1]4,*-- qi 1 piP-1I

where d[u]r, , Pt is the (q -, q, - 1,, p, , Pj)th
element of D[y]t.

3) Reorder the elements of the r-dimensional array Hi in
a vector G in such a way that G is the vertical rearrangement
of H.
As a particular case, let us consider the problem of

evaluating the one-dimensional DFT of a vector E [i.e., the
one-dimensional GFT of (E, 0, 0)] where E is constituted by
T = P1 P2 elements and P1 = N1 N2 ... N,62,
P2 = N62+1 N6522+ Na. Such a DFT can be evaluated by
using the T'-algorithm, i.e., by the following.

1) Reordering the elements ofE in a matrix F2 according
to the relationf2 =2et for t = P2 pI + P2-

2) Evaluating the two-dimensional GFT ofF2 with time
parameter vector (2 = {0, 04 and frequency parameter
vector T2 = {0, q1 /P1I according to the following two-step
procedure.

a) Calculate the one-dimensional DFT of the p2th
column of F2, P2 = 0, 1, , P2 - 1, by means of the
T-algorithm on ({p2th column of F2}, 0, 0, {N1, N2, ,
N52}) so giving an intermediate matrix D[2]2.

b) Calculate the one-dimensional GFT ofthe qtlih row
of D[2]2 with parameters 0 and q1/P1, q, = O, 1, *, P1-1,
by means of the T-algorithm on ({qlth row of D[2]2}, 0,
q1/P1,f{N62+ 1, N82+2, , N}), so giving a matrix H2.

3) Reordering the elements ofH2 in the vector G accord-
ing to the relation

gz= hq q2 forz= q1+ Pq2
so obtaining the DFT of E.

Likewise, under the previous hypotheses, the one-
dimensional DFT ofa vectorE can be evaluated by using the
F.-algorithm that consists of points 1) and 3) relative to the
T'-algorithm, and of the following point 2).

-2) Evaluating the two-dimensional GFT of F2 with time
parameter vector D2 = {P2 /P2, 04 and frequency parameter
vector 2 = {0, 04, according to the following two-step
procedure.

a) Calculate the one-dimensional GFT of the p2th
column of F2 with parameters P2/P2 and 0, P2 = 0, 1, '",
P2 - 1, by means of the F-algorithm on ({p2th column of
F }, P2 /P2, 0, {N1, N2, , N62}), so giving an intermediate
matrix D[2]2.

b) Calculate the one-dimensional DFT of the q Ith row
of D[2]2, q1 = 0, 1, * *, P1 - 1, by means of the F-algorithm
on ({qlth row of D[2]2}, 0, 0, {N62+1, N62+2, ..., Nor}), so
giving a matrix H2.

As an example, let us evaluate the DFT of a vector E of 16
elements by means ofthe T'-algorithm on (E, 0,0, {4, 44, {2, 2,
2, 24). This consists of: 1) reordering the elements of E in a
4 x 4 matrix F2; 2a) evaluating the DFT ofeach column of
F2, so giving another 4 x 4 matrix D[2]2, 2b) evaluating a
GFT ofeach row of D[2]2 with proper parameters, so giving
another 4 x 4 matrix H2; and 3) reordering the elements of
H2 in the final vector G. Each column transform and each
row transform is performed by means ofthe T-algorithm on
sets of 22 elements, that is, by rearranging each column and
each row in a 2 x 2 matrix. The flow graph of the
T'-algorithm for this example is shown in Fig. 3.

Let us consider in this figure the main blocks on the left.
The p2th block from the top to the bottom (P2 = 0, 1, 2, 3)
contains the flow graph ofthe T-algorithm on ({p2th column
of F2}, 0, 0, {2, 24), used for computing the DFT of the
pertinent column ofF2. Let us consider the main blocks on
the right. The q1th block from the top to the bottom (q1 = 0,
1, 2, 3) contains the flow graph of the T-algorithm on ({qIth
row ofD[2]2}, 0, ql/4, {2, 24), used for computing the GFT of
the pertinent row of D[2]2 with parameters 0 and qj/4.
The flow graph of the F'-algorithm on (E, 0,0 , {4, 44, {2, 2,

2, 24) is given in Fig. 4.
The following theorem establishes an equivalence relation

between the T-algorithm and the T'-algorithm and between
the F-algorithm and the F'-algorithm. Such a theorem will
be generalized in the next section to the case of a multi-
dimensional GFT of a multidimensional array, and the
proof of the generalized theorem can be found in the
Appendix.

Theorem 3: Let us consider the vector E ofT elements and
the parameters a and b, and let us suppose that the two sets
of integers A' = {P1, P2, , P41 and A' = {N1, N2, ..., Na4
are such that T = P1 P2 . Pr and Pr= N6, +1 N.6++2
N6,+1, r = 1, 2, , ,where31 = 0,,r+1 > ,r and 6,+I = a.

The T-algorithm on (E, a, b, A') and the T-algorithm on (E,
a, b, AT, A') involve exactly the same arithmetic operations
on the same data. Likewise, the F-algorithm on (E, a, b, A)
and the F'-algorithm on (E, a, b, At, A') involve exactly the
same arithmetic operations on the same data.
From Theorems 2 and 3 it follows that the previous

algorithms for evaluating the DFT ofE involve exactly the
same arithmetic operations on the same data as the FFT
algorithms based on decimation in time and on decimation
in frequency, respectively.

Let us now illustrate the differences between the T-
algorithm and the T'-algorithm. Since the two algorithms
involve exactly the same arithmetic operations on the same
data, such algorithms differ only in the order in which the
operations are performed. As a consequence of this fact,
when the dimensions ofthe working area are not sufficient to
handle the vector as a whole, the T'-algorithm involves fewer
transfers from storage to working area than the T-
algorithm. In order to explain this property, consider the
case of a DFT of a vector E of T elements, and suppose that
T = NG. Moreover, suppose that the working area is
sufficient to handle P elements at most, where P = N6 and
T = Pt. By applying the T-algorithm, we must evaluate a
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Fig. 3. Flow graph of the T-algorithm on (E, 0, 0, {4, 4}, {2, 2, 2, 2}) where
E is a vector of 16 elements.

a-dimensional GFT of a a-dimensional array having all the
dimensions equal to N. That is, we must perform a steps, and
at every step we must evaluate TIN one-dimensional GFT's
of sets ofN elements. One transfer from storage to working
area is needed for loading data involved in the computation
of P/N one-dimensional GFT, so that TIP transfers are

required at every step, for a total of uT/P transfers. By
applying the T'-algorithm, we must evaluate a T-
dimensional GFT of a z-dimensional array having all the
dimensions equal to P. That is, we must perform z steps, and
at every step we must evaluate TIP one-dimensional GFT's
of sets of P elements. Then TIP transfers from storage to
working area are required at every step, for a total of TTIP
transfers. Since usually T < , it follows that in the
T'-algorithm the number of transfers is reduced. The
previous reasoning can be verified by inspecting the flow
graph of the T-algorithm in Fig. 1 and the flow graph of the
T'-algorithm in Fig. 3. Similar considerations hold for the
F-algorithm and the F'-algorithm.

In the literature some algorithms have been presented for
evaluating the one-dimensional DFT of large sets of data
[1]-[3]. Such algorithms require the same number of trans-
fers from storage to working area as the T'-algorithm or the
F'-algorithm, but are more complex. In fact, let us consider
as an example the method presented in [2] for evaluating the
one-dimensional DFT of a vector of T = 2' elements, on

the hypothesis that the working area is sufficient to handle
P= 2G12 elements at most. Such a method involves
the rearrangement of E in a P x P matrix F2 and the three
following computational steps:

1) evaluate the DFT's along the first coordinate of F2,
2) multiply term by term the matrix obtained after point

1) by a P x P matrix of twiddle factors,
3) evaluate the DFT's along the second coordinate ofthe

matrix obtained after point 2).

Fig. 4. Flow graph of the F'-algorithm on (E, 0,0, {4, 4}, {2, 2,2, 2}) where
E is a vector of 16 elements.

Both points 1) and 3) involve the evaluation ofP DFT's of
P elements so that the previous method requires T log2 T
complex additions and (T/2) log2 T + T complex multi-
plications, that is, T complex multiplications more than the
T'-algorithm and the F'-algorithms.

V. FAST ALGORITHMS FOR THE GFT COMPUTATION
OF A MULTIDIMENSIONAL ARRAY

In this section the obtained results are generalized to the
case of a multidimensional GFT of a multidimensional
array. From now on, besides the notations previously
introduced, the following entities are considered. That is,

Ea = {et1,t2, t.,l
at= tgz1,z2, Za

' = {a` = a"(t2, t3, ,t2a2 = a2(Z1, t3, ta,4
a. = am.(z I, Z2 . Za-1)

TM = {b` = b" (t2, t3, *-, ta), b2 = b"(z1, t3, *-- ta) -,
ba = bm(zl, z2. Z

(where ts, zs =0, 1,9 , -1 for s = 1, 2, ,a) will denote,
respectively, two cx-dimensional arrays (having the same
dimensions) of fl' = complex numbers and two par-
ameter vectors of a functions of a- 1 integers.

Definition 5: Let us consider the two sets of integers
A ={T1, T2, - Tj} and A6= {N1, N2, . N}. The
a-dimensional array F' of Ja= Na, elements is the
A'-horizontal rearrangment of the cx-dimensional array F' of

Hs = T, elements if: a) N75+i Ny,±2 S'= ,s= 1,2,
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(X, with y1= 0, ys±1 > y. and y,+1= a, and b)

fnM2 --, n= 2, ta (4a)

for
rs+ I Ys+ 1

ts +E f+ Nv nu, s= 1, 2, ,cx. (4b)
u=YTS+1 v=u+ 1

Likewise, the oc-dimensional array G' ofHs= 1 T elements is
the A-vertical rearrangement of the a-dimensional array HG
ofHUI= Nuelements if: a) T. = Nys+ Ny.+2 NY+,s= 1,
2, *, cx, with y, = 0, ys+ I > y, and y,+1= a, and b)

azl 2 = hak2 (5a)
for

Ys+l u-l

Zs= Nv ku, s= 1, 2, , a. (5b)

Definition 6: The parameter vectors qIf and T'G are the
Aa-projections of type T of the parameter vectors Fa and T'P
if: a) N,±+1 Nrs+ 2 .. NY,+1 = T, s= 1, 2, * ,a, withy1 = 0,
ys±+ > ys, and vya+ I = a, and b) under the transformation of
coordinates defined by relations (4b) and (5b) it is

if 1 u < TYs+i -

if u = Y.+, TS
Y+1-1 x-1 (6)

E rI N, kx + bsa 6
ora x=y,+ 1 u=y,+

H Nx

fors= 1,2,.,ac,u= 1,29..9ys+ -ys.
Likewise, the parameter vectors D'1 and 'P are the

Aa-projections oftype F of the parameter vectors D'a and T'
if: a) Ny,+ Ny+2 NYS+, = Ts, s = 1,2,, a, with y1= 0,
ys+ 1 > ys, and yv+1 = a, and b) under the transformation of
coordinates defined by relations (4b) and (5b) it is

YS+i Ys+1

E Hl Nv nx + asa
a _X=ys+U+1 v=x+
rs+u Ys+l

H Nx
X=ys+u+ 1

if u = 1

if 1 < u < y.+, -Y.

fors= 1, 2, , a, u = 1, 2, , ys+I-ys
Theorem 4: Let us consider the ac-dimensional array E' of

|s7=1 Ts elements and the parameter vectors Va and T', and
let us suppose that the two sets of integers A' = {T1, T2,*,
T,} and AG = {N1, N2, N,) are such that
Ts= NY,+I NY,+2 * "NY,+1, s= 1, 2, , c, where yI = 0

ys+ > ys and yV+I= a. The a-dimensional array G' ob-
tained after the following algorithms (T-algorithm and
F-algorithm) is the ac-dimensional GFT of (E', (In, Ta).

T-Algorithm on (El ', Ta, Aa):
1) Reorder the elements ofE' in a a-dimensional array FG

in such a way that FG is the A'-horizontal rearrangment of
EP.

2) Evaluate the r-dimensional GFT of (Fa, ,a T'P) where
4If and 'P' are the A'-projections of type T of a and 'W, SO
giving a new c-dimensional array HG.

3) Reorder the elements of HG in an ac-dimensional array
G' in such a way that G' is the Ad-vertical rearrangment of
Ha.

F-Algorithm on (Ea, V, TW, A'):
This algorithm differs from the T-algorithm previously

described only for the fact that in point 2) the parameter
vectors 1f and 'PG are the A'-projections oftype F ofO'and
'a.

Still referring to the ac-dimensional array E' of is= 1TS
elements and to the parameter vectors V' and T'I, let us now
suppose that the three sets of integers A = {T1, T2, ,* * TJ,
A = {P1, P22, , P.} and Aa= {N1, N2, , NG} are such
that: a) T = P+1 Pv.+2 PV5+1, s= 1, 2, a, where
v, = 0, vs+ 1 > vs, and va+1 = r, and b) P, = N&r+ 1N,6+2 ...

N, r+ r = 1,2, ,z, where 61 = 0, 6r+I > 6r and 6t+1 = a.
By taking into account Definition 2, from the T-algorithm
and from the F-algorithm it follows that the a-dimensional
GFT of (E0, Va, 'Pa) can also be obtained according to the
following two algorithms (T'-algorithm and F'-algorithm).

T'-Algorithm on (E', qa aI AT, AG):
1) Reorder the elements of E' in a -dimensional array Ft

in such a way that FT is the At-horizontal rearrangement of
Er.

2) Evaluate the r-dimensional GFT of (FT, VT, T) say Ht,
where It and 't are the At-projections of type T of '1 and
,Wa, according to a T-step procedure (see note of Definition
2), in the ith step of which, i = 1, 2, , , a z-dimensional
array D[i]t is processed (D[]T= Ft) and a T-dimensional
array D[i + l]t is produced in such a way that Ht = D[T + l]t.
To be precise, in the ith step, for every value combination of
ql1,* pi+, Pt, say q1, , q P1+,p , p*, the
one-dimensional GFT of the vector

{d[i]q -,q siP+1 r t01 SP-1 i- 1,pip, = 0 1,Pi, li

with parameters

a!(q1 q!-1 p*+1 PT

b!(ql,**, q*- p*+ P*)

is evaluated by means of the T-algorithm on

({[]qI, i.- 1,Pi,P+ 1, T

a,, bM, IN6,+ 1, NI,+2, N.5,+l
so obtaining the vector

{d[i + l]q, *--,qi,p,+l, , p*} qi = 0, 1, **, Pi 1

where d[M],. lP ,,, is the (q1, , , pp, , pr)th
element of D[p]t.

3) Reorder the elements of the T-dimensional array Ht in
an a-dimensional array G' in such a way that G' is the
Aa-vertical rearrangement of H.
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F-Algorithm on (EaT V, Ta, Ar, Aa):
This algorithm differs from the T'-algorithm previously

described only for the fact that in point 2) (V and IF' are the
AT-projections of type F ofrV and 'W, and successive
one-dimensional GFT's along every coordinate of D[i]T are
evaluated by means of the F-algorithm.

Theorem 5: Let us consider the a-dimensional array E of
1 Ts elements and the parameter vectors V and V, and

let us suppose that the three sets ofintegers A' = {T,, T2,*- * ,
TaT, = {P1, P2, ., Pd, andA = {N ,N2,N . N}are such
that: a) T = Pv,+I PV +2 .. s= 1, 2,.,,where
V, = o, VS+1 > vS, and v.+1 = T,andb)Pr= N,r+iN6r+2..
N6,+1, r = 1, 2, * * ,T,where51 = 0°, r+ 1 > 6r, and 6,+ I = a
The T-algorithm on (E", V, T'P, A') and the T'-algorithm on
(Es,oV, VI', At, A') involve exactly the same arithmetic
operations on the same data. Likewise, the F-algorithm on
(Ea, V, 'P, A") and the F'-algorithm on (EL, (D, , AT, AG)
involve exactly the same arithmetic operations on the same
data.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work two pairs of fast algorithms for computing a

multidimensional GFT are presented; they are called the
T-algorithm and F-algorithm and the T'-algorithm and
F'-algorithm, respectively.

It is shown that in the case of the DFT of a vector the
T-algorithm and the F-algorithm represent a form of the
classical FFT algorithms in mixed radix based on decima-
tion in time and on decimation in frequency, respectively.
Moreover, it is proved that the T-algorithm and the
T'-algorithm, as well as the F-algorithm and the
F'-algorithm, involve exactly the same arithmetic opera-
tions on the same data.
The T'-algorithm and the F'-algorithm are relevant if we

want to evaluate an a-dimensional DFT ofan a-dimensional
array E' on the hypothesis that single transforms along the
coordinates of the data array cannot be handled as a whole
by the available processor. As an example, suppose that all
the dimensions ofE are equal to T (where Tis a power ofN)
and that the working area is sufficient to perform aGFT ofP
elements at most (where Tis a power ofP and P is a power of
N). In this case it is possible to evaluate the oc-dimensional
DFT of E by using the T'-algorithm or the F'-algorithm
which consist of reordering the elements ofE in an array FT
having all the dimensions equal to P, and in evaluating by
means of the T-algorithm or the F-algorithm successive
one-dimensional GFT's (along every coordinate of the
T-dimensional data array) ofvectors having P elements each.

In this work the GFT has been utilized as a mechanism for
evaluating in a multidimensional way the DFT ofa vector or
of an array. On the other hand, observe that theGFT can be
useful in other applications, such as the evaluation of the
DFT of staggered blocks [6], [7] and the evaluation of the
DFT of a vector circular shifted or the DFT circular shifted
of a vector. Let us consider, for example, the DFT ofa vector
E right circular shifted of a positions, a being an integer.
Such a DFT is given by

T-1

gz = E elt-alT W[T]
t=O

where x |Y means x modulo y. By putting I t - a = t' we
obtain

T-1

gz = O et W[T](t +a)z
t'=O

Then the DFT ofE right circular shifted ofa positions can be
obtained by evaluating the GFT of (E, a, 0). Likewise, it can
easily be verified that the DFT right circular shifted of b
positions (b being an integer) of a vector E can be obtained
by evaluating the GFT of (E, 0, b). Remember that the
F-algorithm for evaluating the GFT of a vector, with
frequency parameter equal to zero and the T-algorithm for
evaluating the GFT ofa vector with time parameter equal to
zero have the same complexity as an FFT algorithm (see
Section III). Then, ifwe want to evaluate the DFT ofa vector
circular shifted, or the DFT circular shifted of a vector, it is
convenient to directly perform the GFT instead ofthe phase
shift method given in [12] which consists ofthe evaluation of
the DFT of E and of T further multiplications.

APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 4: The proof is made for the T-

algorithm. The case of the F-algorithm can be similarly
treated.

Point 2) of the T-algorithm on (E', V, W, A') can be
written as

kf'lA2, *--, ka

Na-1 N2-1 Nl-l

*Xa=O n2=0 n1=O

W[N2](n 2 + a)(k2+ b))...) W[N].(nr+ado)(ka+bo)

(7)
where FG is the A'-horizontal rearrangement of E, and VD
and T1! are the A'-projections of type T of (V and W. By
taking into account relation (6), the product

W{Ny +1](n.s+ I + all + l)(kys+ I + by°,+ 1) ...

W[NVS+ 2](nys + 1+ all + 1)(ky,+I +b + i)

can be rewritten as

W[T5](ts +a)(z.+ bs)

where
Ys+l Ys+1

t ,=E n NV nu
U=Ys+ 1v=U+ 1

and
Ys+l vu- 1

Zs= E nl N, ku.
u=y,+ 1v=y,+ 1
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By denoting with G' the A'-vertical rearrangement of Ha, it
follows that relation (7) can be rewritten as

gzl,Z2, *-,Za

T,- 1 T2-1 TI-1
( E (. ...E.E.etlst2 *--, t t[T12rtl+altzl+bi)

tC=_ t2 ='0 tl =0

(2 + a2)(z2 + b))...). V[T]ta+aixz+

Proof of Theorem 2: The proof is made for the T-
algorithm and the FFT algorithm based on decimation in
time. The case of the F-algorithm and the FFT algorithm
based on decimation in frequency can be similarly treated.
The T-algorithm on (E, 0, 0, A') involves the computation

of the a-dimensional GFT of (F', V, T1), where F" is the
A-horizontal rearrangement of E and (D' and T' are the
Aa-projections of type T of 0 and 0. From relation (3) it
follows that the elements of(D' are all equal to zero, while the
elements of T' are given by

evaluation of the a-dimensional GFT of a a-dimensional
array F" with parameter vectors (" and T", where F" is the-
A'-horizontal rearrangement of EP, and VF and aT are the
Aa-projections of type T of (Fa and VJ. Likewise,
the T-algorithm on (Ft, (r,Tr A') involves the evaluation of
the u-dimensional GFT of a a-dimensional array FG" with
parameter vectors V` and ', where FG is the
A'-horizontal rearrangement of Ft, and (F"' and TI" are the
A-projections oftype T of(t and fT. Point a) is proven ifwe
verify that FI = F", 1a = I, and Tla '=TO` From
Definition 5 it results

Iff=-eaf n ,n2, * , ner QJ2, t-sX (lOa)

for

Ys++ 1 Ys+ i

ts= Z H NV nu,
u=Y"+ 1v=u+1

where y5 = 6+. Likewise, from the same definition it
results

r
= eafP =,P2, , Pr t t2 , ta

forba (k, + Nlk2 + *t+ NIN2 ... Nu-2kU-J)
u- (NlN2 Nu-1)

u= 1,2, ,a. (8)

The computation of the GFT of (F', (D"q T') consists of
a-steps (see note of Definition 2) in the ith of which the
following quantity is evaluated for every value combination
of kl, - , ki- 1, ni+ 1, n,n, say k*,, k*_ n,*+l n*

d[i + 1]la...,,k- l,ki,n+ 1, ,n

Ni-1

= Z d[i]k, *, - 1,ni,n1+ , *n
ni=O

*W[NJ]flJki+bWi) ki = 0, 1, N" - 1.

(9)

By taking into account relation (8), the quantity
W[NJ]n,ki+bT) can be rewritten as

I[T]nAkl+Nlk2+- +NIN2 ... Ni -ki)Ni+lNi+2 ... Na

Therefore, the recursive equation (9) is a different form ofthe
recursive equation (16) given in [10] which represents the
Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm in mixed radix. Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 5: The proof is made for the T-
algorithm and the T'-algorithm. The case ofthe F-algorithm
and the F'-algorithm can be similarly treated.

Let F' be the A'-horizontal rearrangement ofE', and let (t
and T' be the A'-projections of type T of(a and V. First we
will prove that the T-algorithm on (Ea, (a qa A') and the
T-algorithm on (Ft, (D Tr, A') involve exactly the same
arithmetic operations on the same data [point a)], and
second we will prove that the T-algorithm on (Fr, (t, Tt A")
and the T'-algorithm on (EK,I(a, Va, At, A') involve exactly
the same arithmetic operations on the same data [point b)].

Point a): The T-algorithm on (Ea,CZa wpZ A') involves the

and

(11)
Vs + I Vs + 1

ts= E II pu Pug s=
u=vS+1 v=u+1

f nl,n2, "', no JPlfP2, Pr

for
6r+1 /

, + 1

Pr = E Hl Nu nu, r = 1, 2
u=6,+ 1v=u+ 1

From relations (11) and (12) we have that

n n = et,t t

for

(12)

(13a)

Vs+Vs+:( [u+l (u+ts= E nfl E n y nx
u=vS+l u=+ 1 X=C.+ 1 y=x+ 1

s=1,2, -,or (13b)
where Pv = N ..+I N^±+ 1. Relation (13b) can be written as

Vs+1 bu+1 / 6u+1 \itsI=Ix i' fl NY) lH NV nx
u=vs+ 1 X=6U+ I y=x+ I1 V=+1+ 1

.5yS+ +l 6-YS+ 1+ I

. r NY nx. (14)
X=6s+1+i 1 /Y=X+ 1

Therefore, since (14) coincides with (lob), we have that
F" = F"".

In a similar way it can be proved that (D" = (F" and
T =T

Point b): The T-algorithm on (F', (t, TrftAG) involves the
evaluation of the a-dimensional GFT of (F", (F, T), say H",
where F" is the A'-horizontal rearrangement of F' and (
and TPG are the A-projections of type T of or and T'. Let us
evaluate H" as explained in the note of Definition 2. Let us
put

828-
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N$i-1 N1-1

c[i]'k'l, ., Ils,i, n6i+ 1 , . na n,- .l ..

. n6j,1n 6,na+ 1,
,,

n,

W[N1 ]" + a )kI *b *.. W[Nb i](nii+ ag,)(k,5i + bg,).

= : N + ) q, + b!+ tLrl X=l u=lb[ll]u = u- 1

fl Nj +x
X= 1

andObviously, it results

d[i + 1],*-- i ,qi.Pi,

(15)
= g[i](q, - -,, q- 1 piP* 1, ***, p*),i

for
Then we can think of evaluating HG in z steps (without
altering the involved arithmetic operations), the ith ofwhich
consists of performing, for every value combination of k1,

, k6, n6i+1+1, , na, say k*, , k*, n4 .+.. , n*, the
computation

C[i + l ]kyt, k,k,f kai + 1,s *- kb, + 1 ' ni + I + 1, n*

Nb,+l 1/ Nai+1- I

-. . . E C[i]k*, (k,±,, n+, n n1 +1*- n*

bi+ l=0 nt5i+ln=O

* W[Na+ ](nji+1 +ag.+ 1)(kai+l1+a1i... )

(21)
Ai u= -I

qi-= Y, f Ns +v q'u
u=l v=l

Since the extremes of the summations in relations (16) and
(18) are the same, we can put

= nl6i+upg _ nai+"u = 1, 2, *A,Ri. (22)

Then from relation (20) and from the fact that Oa and T' are
the A'-projections of type T of (V and I't it follows that

(23)
a[i] =a=a,+U
b[i]" = baa+u

(16) Moreover, from relations (17) and (19) it results

The T'-algorithm on (Ea, V, Ta, At, AG) consists of r steps,
in the ith of which for every value combination of q1, ,
qi-1 pi+ 1 9 p, say q*, . , q1 P*+1, pT , the
T-algorithm on

({d[i]q3..T * 4 * ... p*,}, d,, b,, fN,6,+I, .., Nai+}

is performed where

(17)

e[l](p, SPT)P1" , P11 f= *,P2. PT
for

Al Al
Pi= F H NV Pul

U= 1 U=U+ 1

Likewise, from relation (15) and from the fact that F' is the
A'-horizontal rearrangement of Ft it results

C[i]fl, "6a2'' 2+1' -F = *PlP2

for

Then the ith step involves the following computation:

g[i](q*, -

, q,--1, p*1 .. Pr )il ..-qi
Nbi + I 1 Nbi + I -I

= E ... E e[i](q*, * - *, q*- 1 p*+1* *' *)l ,i.
PA, Pi=

* W[N,{iN+ 1](pi +a[i]1)(qi +b[i]IP)

where Ai= bi - bi and

62 62
Pi = E fl NV nu

U= 1 U=U+1
as+ j £s+ 1

p* NV nu*, s= 2, 3, *,T.
u=b!i+ I v=u+ I

Then we have (remember that A, = 62)

e[l](p* *, P )P ..P. = C[1]"1 -A1,fAj+1, .4

for

PUl nu, u= 1, 2, ,Al (24)
's+iI ,bs+IP*= E nH NV nu*u=; s v=+

e[i](q*, 9 qi-1, Pi+ 1, Pl,pT)Pi, Pi

= d[i]4*, ---, *i Pm*
for

and

a[i]. = 0a

Ai Ai

Pi=E [l N,3,+v p'
u= 1 v=u+ 1

for 1 < u < A
foru=Ai u= 1,2,

s = 2, 3, * *,z.

Pt Since relations (16) and (18) have the same form, by taking
into account relations (22), (23), and (24), it results that for
= 1 the same arithmetic operations on the same data are

(19) performed in relations (16) and (18) and the same result is
obtained. That is,

= C[2]ks1, kAl,n*i+ 1,

(20) for
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W[N.5i+ jlp', +a,i]Ai)(qi, + b[ijz,)A 'A (18)
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ql =ku, u = 1, 2, , Al (25)

P.* = E r N.) n.*, s = 2, 3, ", T.
h.+I1=u+i1

By taking into account relations (19) and (21) we have

e[2](q l, p*3 Pr )p2l , PA2

= g[1](P2, P3, P
for

q* = UF |
U NV) q* (26)

A12 A2

P2 = E ( l NAl+V X.

Then from relations (25) and (26)

e[2](q*1, p3, ,s pr)Pj , P.,p=
= c[2]k;, , k22, "82 + I,., n62 + A2, 42 + A2+I' ' °4

for
AlU-

1= Eu (fi Nt) k*

2=Pu n62+u, u = 1, 2, , Al2

[6] G. Bongiovanni, P. Corsini and G. Frosini, "Procedures for comput-
ing the discrete Fourier transform on staggered blocks," IEEE Trans.
-Acoust., Speech, Signal Processing, vol. ASSP-24, pp. 132-137, Apr.
1976.

[7] P. Corsini and G. Frosini, "Structures for evaluating the discrete
Fourier transform on staggered blocks," IEEE Trans. Acoust.,
Speech, Signal Processing, vol. ASSP-24, pp. 128-131, Apr. 1976.

[8] G. Bongiovanni, P. Corsini, and G. Frosini "One-dimensional and
two-dimensional generalized discrete Fourier transforms," IEEE
Trans. Acoust., Speech Signal Processing, vol. ASSP-24, pp. 97-99,
Feb. 1974.

[9] -, "Two-dimensional properties of discrete Fourier transform,"
Calcolo, vol. XIII, pp. 131-143, Apr.-June 1976.

[10] J. W. Cooley and J. W. Tukey, "An algorithm for the machine com-
putation of complex Fourier series," Math. Comput., vol. 19, pp. 297-
301, Apr-June 1965.

[11] W. M. Gentleman and G. Sande, "Fast Fourier transforms for fun
and profit," in 1966 Fall Joint Comput. Conf., AFIPS Conf. Proc., vol.
29, 1966, pp. 563-578.

[12] B. Gold and C. M. Rader, Digital Processing of Signals. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1969.

[13] G. D. Bergland, "The fast Fourier transform recursive equations for
arbitrary length records," Math. Comput., vol. 21, pp. 236-238, Apr.
1967.

(27)

P* = I r(I NV) nU*, s = 3, 4, , T.

By reasonings similar to those relative to i = 1, by starting
from (27) it can be shown that for i = 2 the same arithmetic
operations on the same data are involved in relations (16)
and (18), and so on. Q.E.D.
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